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QUESTION 1

You run the following Windows PowerShell script. Line numbers are included for reference only. 

For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

 

QUESTION 2

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 
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After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You are a system administrator at your company. Your company recently acquired two of its competitors, as well as
their IT infrastructure. The acquired companies have applications that are written in Java, .NET, Ruby, php, Node.js,
and 

other languages. The applications run on Linux and Windows Server in Amazon Web Services, Azure, and SAP Cloud
Platform. 

The applications require access to the Azure Service Broker, and must be managed by the PCF Ops Manager. 

You need to consolidate the applications onto a single cloud provider in Azure. 

Solution: Create a customized environment by deploying Pivotal Cloud Foundry manually. 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A

 

QUESTION 3

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this sections, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You administer an Azure environment that includes six Azure Resource Manager (ARM) virtual machines (VMs) that
support development. The development team uses Azure SQL databases and Azure Queues for application storage.
All 

Azure resources are grouped within a single subscription and resource group. 

You need to reduce the recurring monthly Azure costs without degrading server performance. You must minimize the
administrative effort involved. 

What should you do? 

A. Configure an auto-shutdown schedule for each VM by using the Azure Portal. 

B. Update the development environment to use Azure Table storage. 

C. Create an Azure Automation runbook that compresses unused virtual hard disk (VHD) files daily. 

D. Create an Azure PowerShell script that backs up and deprovisions all Azure SQL databases daily. 

Correct Answer: A 
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You can set any ARM-based Virtual Machines to auto-shutdown with a few simple clicks. This was a feature originally
available only to VMs in Azure DevTest Labs: your self-service sandbox environment in Azure to quickly create
Dev/Test environments while minimizing waste and controlling costs. In case you haven\\'t heard it before, the goal for
this service is to solve the problems that IT and development teams have been facing: delays in getting a working
environment, time-consuming environment configuration, production fidelity issues, and high maintenance cost. It has
been helping our customers to quickly get "ready to test" with a worry-free self-service environment. 

References: https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/announcing-auto-shutdown-for-vms- using-azure-resource-
manager/ 

 

QUESTION 4

You create a software-as-a-service (SaaS) application. Websites, cloud services, and virtual machines (VMs) read
common data values from the database for the application. 

The application does not scale efficiently. All VMs, websites, and cloud services must read from the same data source. 

You need to design a cache solution for the SaaS application. 

What should you do? 

A. Deploy a cache by using Azure Redis Cache. Access the cache from the websites, cloud services, and VMs. 

B. Configure a cache by using ASP.NET. Access the cache from the websites, cloud services, and VMs. 

C. Use Azure Redis Cache to deploy one cache for each website, one cache for each cloud service, and one cache for
each VM. Configure each cache to ensure that data is consistent in all the cache instances. 

D. Deploy a cache by using Azure Redis Cache. Configure the cache to use database connection strings. 

Correct Answer: A

 

QUESTION 5

The SendMcssagcAsync method of the QueueManager class occasionally throws errors. 

You need to correct the errors. 

What should you do? 

A. Update the QueueManager to call the CloudQueueClient.SetServicePropertiesAsync method by using a configured
ServiceProperties object. 

B. Update the notes field to a byte array. Binary encode and decode the notes content when sending or receiving an
EventPayment class. 

C. Update the SendMessageAsync method of the QueueManager class to store the notes field in BLOB storage. 

D. Update the EventPayment class to store the BLOB uniform resource identifier (URI). Extract the notes BLOB
information by using the BLOB URI in the ProcessMessagesAsync method of the QueueManager class. 

Correct Answer: A
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